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THE LATE ANTIQUE ÒPALACEÓ IN POLAÈE BAY (MLJET) · TETRACHIC 
ÒPALACEÓ?
TIN TURKOVIÆ
Central building of the spatious late antique complex situated in Polače bay on the island of Mljet (Croatia) has been subject of 
numerous studies. However, none of them offered definite conclusions about the dating of this monumental late antique edifice 
situated in the midst of an elaborated architectural complex. In this article a new dating and interpretation of the central building 
of the complex is proposed, based on the formal and historical analysis. 








































    ,   




















Fig. 2. Remains of the main façade in Polače (photo by T. Turkoviæ)
Fig. 3. Plan of the central building (STOŠIĆ et al. 2002)
Fig. 4. Plan of the complex in Polače (drawing by TENŠEk, in FISkOVIĆ 1999)
















  ,      













  ,     






























































,  ,  
  ,   



































   
    ,   




 zz,     
,

       
    
















,       

   ,   
       




































,  ,      




















       





Fig. 5. Dyggve's reconstruction of the main building (DYGGVE 1959)




















       
      































































,      









Fig. 6. Southern wall of the northwestern lateral room (photo by T. Turkoviæ)




































  , 
    
































       































Fig. 8. Lateral wall of the eastern church (photo by T. Turkoviæ)





















TWO-TOWERED MOTIF ON THE FAÇADE 




 ,    , 












,      






















































      














































































Fig. 10. Hypothetical reconstruction of the central building (TURkOVIĆ)







































 ,    


























PARTS OF THE CENTRAL BUILDING AND ITS IMMEDIATE vICINITY

       ,
         
,  

































































































Fig. 13. Plan of the multifioled building in Polače (FISkOVIĆ 1999)
Fig. 12. Hypothetical reconstruction of the villa in El Val
221T. Turkoviæ: The late antique “Palace”...











,    

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      
,

        

















































































      
,
,
Fig. 16. Reconstruction of the south-west wall and towers of the fortress at York (BIDWELL et al. 2009)
Fig. 15. Hypothetical axonometric reconstruction of an entrance into Romu-
liana (ĆURČIĆ 1993)


















































   
 
















   

























































































    
G
         

,
   ,  













      




















    
     
     , 
Fig. 17. Principal navigational route through Adriatic (kOZLIČIĆ, 
BRATANIĆ 2006) Fig. 18. Sea currents in Adriatic (kOZLIČIĆ, BRATANIĆ 2006)
225T. Turkoviæ: The late antique “Palace”...

,
     
6




































    ,  ,
    ,   





      
,







    













































     ,

        

,,





SUBSEQUENT FUNCTION OF THE “PALACE”



































































     


 ,  


    ,
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233T. Turkoviæ: The late antique “Palace”...
KASNOANTIčKA “PALAčA” U POLAčAMA - TETRARHIJSKO ZDANJE?
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